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ABSTRACT

Introduction
It has become clear that the success of expert
systems 1s more a function of the power of the
representation
and richness of the rule base than the
choice of control schemes Emergence of languages
especially suited for expert system construction ([I], 121,
[3]) has pushed control scheme technology far ahead of
knowledge acqulsitlon technology m expert systems
While formahzmg the inference mechanism behind an
expert system, such languages fall to address the
question of how to effectively and efficiently construct
and manage a knowledge base Systems which exhibit
intelligent behavior do so only after many man-hours
are spent bulldmg and fine-tuning the rule base

This
describes
the
rule
base
paper
management
strategy
of an expert
system
environment.
The environment
includes a set
of
integrated
fools
which
facilitate
acquisition,
manipulation
and maintenance
of knowledge.
Tbe rule base management
component
of the system, called RBM, assists
these tasks by organizing
global semantic
information
within
the rule
base. RBM
extracts
this semantic
information
from the
texts included in “rule structures”
and builds
a semantic network
of the concepts found in
the rule base. The rule base is then divided
into ruiesets which are clusters of rules that
refer
to
the
same
atomic
concept.
Construction
of this
meta
knowledge
is
achieved
through
a keyword
matching
mechanism.
The paper
includes
a brief
description
of
the
RBM
system,
the
dictionary
it uses for building
meta-level
knowledge,
and
its
keyword
matching
technique.
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This paper discusses the rule base management
facllltles of an expert system environment called GPSI,
orlgmally
designed for use wlthm a programming
environment to aid programmers m debugging [4] The
GPSI environment
provides two tools for rule base
construction
The first of these tools, the Network
Manager (NETMAN),
1s geared toward rule creation,
modlficatlon and testing The second tool, the Rule Base
Manager (RBM), 1s intended for rule base management
maintenance
This
rule
base management
and
component of the system 1s used as a high-level utlhty
m all phases of development
and use of an expert
system A descrlptlon of the various components of the
The knowledge
system
can be found
m [5]
representation scheme of the system IS discussed m [S]

Knowledge
Management,
Matching.
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The GPSI rule base 1s composed of three types of
knowledge structures
rules, classes, and parameters
Rules constitute the largest portion of the rule base
Each rule, represented by a tree structure, contains
mformatlon about how evidences support or weaken a
The root of a rule tree represents a mam
hypothesis
hypothesis, or a subgoal of one or more higher level
goals The leaves of each tree are either evidences or
references to other inference structures Interior nodes
represent intermediate
hypotheses as well as various
operative and connective functions The description of
each node consists of a node label, Its type and a hst of
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If an
to double check a newly designed rule
mconslstency 1s found between the rule and the rulemodel, the system can inform the user of this fact and
ask either for a confirmation
or for a complete or
partial redefinition of the rule This self-knowledge 1s
commonly
called Meta-Level
Knowledge because It
generally consists of creating one or more new layers of
knowledge above the rule base

associated
attributes
An attribute
associated with
many node structures 1s a descrlptlve text This text 1s
used by the rule-base manager of the system, RBM, to
extract
important
keywords
and concepts and to
construct meta-level knowledge
Evidences whose set of supportmg facts fall wlthm a
shared set of facts can be grouped mto a class Through
a class query the system obtains facts about an entire
class of evidences
Parameter
structures
provide
flexlbihty
m dialogue management
Descrlptlve texts
are also associated with class and parameter structures
Slmllarly, these texts are used by RBM for construction
of meta knowledge

TEIRESIAS [7,8], the knowledge acqulsltlon module
for the MYCIN expert system (91, builds and maintains
The lower level,
a three-level hlerarchlcal structure
called Object-Level Knowledge, mcludes a descrlptlon of
the objects m the domain
The second level of
knowledge covers the notions of rules, attributes
or
This
level
also
contains
predicate
functions
automatically constructed rule models to group together
rules which have some slmllarltles
The third level of
knowledge deals with the knowledge representation
itself m data structure schema This level IS constructed
as another knowledge-based
system which helps the
acqulsltlon of conceptual primitives at the Object-Level
Knowledge

Rule Base Management
In Its basic form, a knowledge base 1s a collectlon of
rules desrgned through dialogues between a domam
expert and a knowledge engrneer or by domain experts
Although
such rules
are physically
themselves
independent
pieces of knowledge, they are highly
interrelated
Some rules are apphcable only if others
have been previously fired, several rules may need the
same mformatlon m order to fire, or several rules may
infer the same conclusion These relations are lmphcltly
stored m every part of the rule-base As the knowledge
base grows larger, the knowledge engmeer will be unable
to remember what the rule base contams (1 e what the
system knows) He will then be faced with three major
redundancies,
and
problems
inconsistencies,
incompleteness

In CENTAUR,
a MYCIN-like
expert system [lo],
knowledge representation
IS m the form of production
rules augmented
with prototypes
which form the
The
mam
idea underlying
domain
knowledge
prototypes 1s exphcltly defining the context m which
rules can be applied
Rule Base Management

Environment

The task of RBM 1s twofold
First It will orgamze
global semantic mformatlon within the rule base This
involves mampulatmg
a semantic network contammg
mformatlon about the rule base itself The second task
of RBM 1s to function as a rudimentary
bookkeepmg
system, collectmg statistics on rule base constituency,
acceptance and rejection rates of rule conclusions, and
determining the utility (number of references) of each
rule The latter, however, 1s not discussed m this paper

A rule base 1s mconslstent
when confllctmg
dlagnosls can be mferred from the same set of
evidences
Consistency IS the most crucial problem
found m a rule base because It can result m faulty
behavior of the expert system
It can sometimes be
cured by removing part of a rule but It also can require
major reorganlzatlon
of a portion of the rule base
Redundancies occur when the same dlagnosls can be
inferred from a set of evidences by usmg different rules
The rule base 1s called mcomplete when It falls to reach
a conclusion from a given set of evidences

RBM, unlike TEIRESIAS,
can extract semantic
meaning from the rule-base itself The structure that
embodies this semantic meaning IS not constructed by a
domain expert
Its eventual shape IS the result of
internal construction that 1s totally dependent on the
innate form of the rule base In other words, RBM
tndvctrvely creates rule base’s hierarchies of meaning

Knowledge
b&e management
1s responsible for
dlscovelymg and manlpulatmg
the relations that exist
between elements of a rule base and exphcltly
representing them m a new structure
By lmposmg new
base
rule
base, knowledge
structures
on the
management gives the system some knowledge about Its
own rules, thus allowing the system or the knowledge
engineer to access or check only the small part of the
rule base that 1s of interest at a specific moment, when
a specific problem IS encountered
Furthermore, whtn repeated structures are
the same context, a rule-model can be deduced
as an expectation when new rules are entered
knowledge engineer
This capablhty allows the

In the GPSI

This 1s achieved by building a semantic network of
the concepts found m the rule base text The structure
of the network IS derived from the mterrelatlons of the
concepts as discovered by RBM
The rules are dlvlded
mto rulesets which are clusters of rules that refer to the
same atomrc concept An atomic concept 1s defined as a
“chunk” of domain specific semantic information
For
example, m a program debugging rule base, it might be
a domain-specific keyword like character representing a

used m
for use
by the
system
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lexical token, or end, representmg a syntactlcal
dehmlter It might also be a domain specific actlon hke
add, remove, or modajy, as used m suggestions for error
repalr These concepts are designated by the domain
speclahst who also asslgns an associated weight of
Importance for each concept Shared substructures are
recognized and lead to the hIerarchica structurmg of
the rulesets themselves An example drawn from the
Pascal programmmg domain 1sshown m figure 1

through a keyword matchmg mechanism Using a
dlctlonary of domam keywords, mltlally created by the
knowledge engmeer and thereafter updated whenever
necessary The text associated with query generatmg
and hypothesis reportmg structures are parsed to
determine important concepts and keywords This
knowledge 1sthen used to build the rule hierarchy For
each domain keyword m the dictionary there will be a
list of rules which reference It

This hlerarchlcal structure 1s then put to good use
First of all, It 1sused to narrow the search space of the
inference engme Just as database management systems
often use hierarchical mdex structures to hmlt the
number of blocks that must be accessedto find a given
record, RBM’s ruleset structure reduces the number of
rules that GPSI has to examme RBM determmes the
relevant concepts that are bemg referred to by a given
query Only a search of those rules relatmg to these

Although some Ideas used m GPSI’s RBM are
derived from the TEIRESIAS and CENTAUR systems,
major variances exists due to the dlsslmllarltles between
The main
the GPSI and MYCIN environments
difference between GPSI and MYCIN resides m the
knowledge representation used
The knowledge representation m the MYCIN
environment follows a sttuatton, actron pattern where
the srtuatron and act:on both consist of clausea
constructed from ptedtcate functrons whose arguments
are assoclatrve trrples (attrlbute, object, value) The
rigidity of this structure 1s exploited by TEIRESIAS to
extract the semantic of the rules by having some metaknowledge about attributes and objects In the
CENTAUR system, the prototypes are included as part
of the knowledge base and must therefore be designed
and structured as the rules are by the knowledge
engineer
In the GPSI knowledge base, much of the semantic
mformatlon of rules are stored m the text attribute
associated with goal and evidence nodes From this
text, written by the domain expert or knowledge
engmeer m free format natural language, we first
extract the concepts and then structure rules mto a new
level of knowledge, baaed on shared concepts

rule 1
rule I?
rule 3,

F,g 1 Ruleset

The structures
that RBM builds resemble
CENTAUR’s prototypes It organizes the rule-base mto
rulesets which correspond to a particular contezt
However, the notlon of contezt IS here extended to the
Idea of concepts Rules are not any more grouped
according to the context m which they appear but
according to the subjects they are dealmg with, wlthout
any restrlctlon on the context

Structure

concepts, and all of the substructures they are
GPSI navigates the
associated with, IS required
inference network to find out which ruleset structures
are to be exammed m greater detail All this leads to
and lower memory
response time
improved
requirements by the inference engme

The RBM

The dictionary IS divided m two parts The
keyword entries and the concept entries
This
separation allows the knowledge engineer to easily
define synonyms and homonyms as several words may
map to the same concept or one word may map to
several concepts

Secondly, levels of understandmg have been
introduced mto the knowledge base This extra
knowledge 1s used to understand user queries by
assoclatmg attrlbutes of an entlre ruleset with a specific
concept The semantic network IS also used by GPSl’s
help faclhtles to explam to the user the lme of reasoning
it followed m reaching a conclusion
Construction

of

meta-knowledge

Dictionary

The keyword dlctlonary consists of one entry for
each word (or group of words which cannot be
separated) that might be encountered m the rule base
Standard suffixes like -mg, -s, -ed, -les, -ves, are

1s achieved
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automatically detected and therefore, the same entry IS
used for gerund, partlclplal, or plural form However,
one entry 1s created for each possible form of irregular
verbs and plurals

Dictionary

Before any process takes place, RBM has a reduced
dlctlonary containing the common unimportant words
of the English language This includes articles,
pronouns, preposltlons, and conJunctlons As one of the
constraint of the system 1s to be domain mdependent,
no further assumption 1s made wlthout the interaction
of the knowledge engineer It 1s ha sole responslblhty
to first mltlahze and then update the dictionary w&h
the relevant keywords that capture the Jargon of the
domain This task however 1s closely monitored by the
Dlctlonary Acqulsltlon Unit (DAU)

Each word consldered Important m the domain 1s
lmked to one or mlrre concepts which represent all of Its
possible meanmgs Synonym recogmtlon IS handled by
having each synonym linked to the same concept In
addition, a word may be linked to different concepts
dependmg on Its grammatical property --e g verb,
noun, etc This 1s especially useful when a noun and a
verb have the same spelling but do not represent the
same concept

Whenever an unknown word 1s found by RBM, the
ruleset construction process 1s suspended and DAU
steps m to update the dlctlonary First, a question IS
asked to check If the word 1saccidentally misspelled If
It IS not, the user 1sasked to provide the standard form
for the word and Its irregular forms If any ( e g-irregular verb or unusual plural ) This phase ends by
asking whether the word 1simportant m the domain or
not If the answer 1sno, DAU stops the questlonmg and
stores the word m the keyword dlctlonary without
creating an entry m the concept dictionary If the
answer is yes, the system starts the second phase to
define the concept sssoclated with that word If a
known synonym can be found m the dlctlonary, the new
word will be linked to the existing structure by a new
entry m the keyword dlctlonary Otherwise, the user IS
queried to determine the concept associated with the
word and to integrate It m an existing or new structure

The concept dlctlonary 1s the mam interface
between the keyword matcher and the ruleset builder
and 1s accessed from the keyword dlctlonary It also 1s
the mam structure storing semantic mformatlon about
the domain A concept might be isolated and JUSt
referred to by some keywords But, most of the time, a
concept IS mtegrated mto a semantic network of
interrelated concepts These relations are called
more-spec?fic,
more-general,
or negatron relations
The structure m figure 2 represents the net for all
The
concepts havmg a relatlonshlp with character
arrows represent more-specrfic relations m the forward
dlrectlon and more-general relations m the backward
dlrectlon Note that the separator concept has more
specific instances which are semrcolon, colon, and
perrod because these specific characters are themselves
slgmficant m a Pascal program The letter concept does
not have more specific mstances because no specific
letter a,b, ,z has a meanmg on Its own

At several stages, the user must define the new
word by Its relations to other words m the domain
There again, the user might refer to an unknown word
In that case, DAU 1scalled recursively (avoldmg circular
calls) This scheme allows the user to define a whole
structure at once and not word by word as they appear
m the rule base Ruleset Construction

Figure 2 shows how the keyword and concept
dlctlonarles are lmked together Rectangular boxes
represent a keyword entry, ellipses represent a concept
entry, dashed arrows are more-spectficl
more-general
relations between concepts and normal arrows are links
between the two parts of the dlctlonary The entry
modtjy 1s used to recogmze modljy, modrfytng, modrfies

A ruleset 1s defined for each concept m the
dlctlonary and consists of the list of rules which refer to
When dealing with rulesets, the
that concept
more~spec:fic/more~general
lmks
become
subset/superset relations Figure 1 shows the structure
of the ruleset when some subset/superset relations are
present Each ruleset can be further partltloned by
cross-referencing the rule-base Each such partition
therefore may contam only rule-nodes of a certain type
This addltlonal dlvlslon IS useful when the knowledge
engineer wants to focus its attention only on particular
knowledge structures such as goal or evidence nodes

and modafied

Fag 2 Dlctmnsry

Acquisition

Ruleset construction can be vlewed as a plpelmed
process as shown m figure 3 This process starts by
obtaining the text messages associated with the rule
base structures First, a keyword matcher parses the
text and with the help of the dlctlonary, returns a

Example
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probably only one
The local parser has a list of impossible grammatical
constructions
and another 11st
of
acceptable
constructions The latter expresses grouping of words
that if present are lmmedlstely considered correct In a
preliminary experimentation with raw English text, 80%
of the ambiguous structures were resolved by this
method for 2 very low computmg cost

text
message

tokemzed version of It This hst of tokens 1s then
processed by the Concept Extractor whose role 1s to
find the right concept for each important keyword The
rule processed IS then added to the rulesets associated
with the concepts found

Once keywords and concepts are extracted from the
text, the ruleset updatlon begins The rule under
conslderatlon 1s added to all rulesets related to the
concepts found It should be noted that if several
related concepts appear m a sentence, the correspondmg
rule 1s only stored m the ruleset of the most specific
concept, it can however be easily accessed from any
more general concept by tracmg down the more-specrfic
links

Most of the time, a keyword will map to a unique
concept It IS, however, possible that several concepts
are found for a single keyword In this case, an attempt
1s made to resolve the conflict by looking ahead m the
sentence to find other words which refine the meaning
of the ambiguous word For example, when end IS read
m, several concepts might be triggered, if the word hne
can be found m the sentence, the conflict can be
resolved m favor of end-of-he
When such an attempt
falls, a local syntactic analysis 1s used to determine the
grammatical category of the word --e g verb, noun,
etc Depending on this category, the number of
candidate concepts 1s further reduced Finally, d still
several concepts remsm, we consider them all as correct
This results m the mcluslon of the rule m one or more
possibly non related rulesets, but, would not result m
any loss of information

Object

Identification

Through

Keyword

Matching

The task of keyword matching and ruleset
formation 1s performed by the “Object Identifier”
component of RBM The ObJect Identifier IS divided
mto three modules each module responsible for talkmg
to a different source of mformatlon This IS illustrated
graphically m figure 4

When some amblgultles persist m the choice of a
meaning for a word, knowing the grammatical category
for the current use of the word IS usually enough to
dlsamblguate it That IS because m a specific domam,
most of the keywords have a unique important meaning
However, this word might be used m a more common
English sense with another grammatical category For
example, END IS a keyword and concept aa a reserved
word of the Pascal syntax But as a verb, end IS
however not fundamental and should be ignored This
dlstmctlon can be made d the text IS parsed
grammatically Our experiments have shown that the
ambiguity IS most of the time localized That 19,usually
ambiguous words ~111be surrounded by words whose
grammatical classlficatlons are not ambiguous, 1e -uniquely defined

L
I

I

Object
Identlfler

I
f

REM

s.-_____- -----------_____
:
r---

For example, m the sentence “An END must
“, havmg an article m front of END will
eliminate the posslblhty for END to be a verb In our
dlctlonary, the word end 19only known as noun or verb
thus the meaning chosen will be the one associated with
the grammatical category noun We claim that most
conflicts can be resolved through local parsing only

follow

Fig 4 ObJect IdcntlRer

The first module IS the Lezrcal Analyzer and it does
Just that -- it finds the next legitimate word on a line of
text The source of th:s text may be the fixed rule base ,
or interactive user input (either from the domain expert
or the end-user of the system) The lexical analysis 1s
identical for either source of input One of the chief
responslblhtles of this phase 1s the creation of a
super;mposed code word which uniquely identifies each
word The end results of this phase are passed on to the

The idea behind the local parser 1sto scan one word
backward and one word forward and ehmmate
alternatives that are not possible m the English
language Only consistent patterns will remam and
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Keyword Matcher

to sew) IS the end result of a repetitive OR’mg together
of “bmary code words” (hereafter abbreviated to bcw)
A bcw of width b bits exists for every attrlbute of a
word All bcw’s are mltlally set to zero Then, usmg a
pseudo-random number generator seeded with the key’s
value, k bits of the bcw are set to one where
1 <= k <= b Every Item m the database has a sew
associated with It These are stored as a separate file

The Keyword Matcher talks to RBM’s dictionary
and tries to find a match between every legltlmate word
found by the Lexical Analyzer and an entry m the
dictionary A “match” means that the word 1sknown by
the system Unmatched words must be defined through
an mteractlve dialogue with the user before any further
progress can be made Once the system finds that It
knows all the words m the text, the process proceeds
towards ‘understandmg’ Each concept has a pointer to
its associated ruleset that contams all rules or other
structures m the rule base which refer to that concept
m some way A ltst of pointers to theqe rulesets 1s
passed to the Semantic Analyzer

A sew IS constructed for every query, and then the
sew file 1s compared to the query-mask & by the test lf
S A & = & then “match”, where S 1sthe current item
m’ the sew file If there 1s a match: then the database
Item that corresponds to S, IS retrieved from secondary
storage and compared directly with the query

The Semantic Analyzer must determme which IS the
rule or structure that 1s best described by the analyzed
text, lf any It does this by calculating a probable match
weight for each rule m all of the rulesets passed to :t
Every concept has an Importance weight asslgned to It
by the domam speclahst The ruleset associated with a
particular concept acquires the Importance weight of
that concept as well The probable match weight for a
rule R IS calculated as the summation of all weights for
every ruleset that includes R as a member, divided by
the summation of all possible weights Therefore, a rule
which appeared m every ruleset would have a probable
match weight of 100%
Word

In order to use the method of superimposed codes a
key-to-bcw mappmg function 8(K) must be defined,
which IS fast and flexible enough to detect near-misses,
mlsspellmgs, and a wide range of synonym alternatives
Our method of mappmg the bcw and of building up the
sew uses multiple crlterla to set the bits m a code word
The more crlterla for characterizing words, the greater
the hkehhood of achlevmg a near unique mapping for
Our dlscrlmmatmg
each word m the dlctlonary
mapping fun&on uses the followmg word attributes
Length and Frrst Character The length 1s a useful
observation m the context of comparisons -- one can
easily determme of two character strmgs are different by
simply checkmg their length field The first letter of a
word 1s a very important one for dlscrlmmatlon
purposes, most especially for sorting The code for the
length IS superlmposed onto that of the first character

Recognition

Decldmg whether or not there 1sa match between a
token m hand and a word m the dictionary requires a
search through a potentially large database Thrs
search will translate mto either time or space or both on
the computer These concerns are central to any
database system design It should also be recalled that
the mportant
computation only begins alter the
appropriate record IS found m the database We
therefore sought a word recogmtlon algorithm that
would take these conslderatlons m mind, and that did
not rcqulre either character strmg manlpulatlons or
lmear searches through the dlctlonary

Letter Content
A different 16 bit code IS created for
each word depending on the letters and dlglts that are
found to make up that word This code 1s determmed
partially by phonetics (‘5’ and ‘z’ set the same bit),
partially by data from studies of common Enghsh letter
usage (as ‘e’ 1sthe most common letter found m Enghsh
Its mchlslon m a word will not be as strong a
dlscrlmmatmg factor as ‘q’, say), and partially by letter
posltlonmg on the typewrlter keyboard (to account for
mlstypmg) This code IS calculated Independently of
the order m which the letters or dlglts appear This
field will differentlate between similar words that differ
only m one letter (“boy”, “coy”), but not between
palindromes (“evil”, “live”), for example

Using the work of Tenczar [11] and Roberts [12] as
a pomt of departure, an algorithm for mdexmg
keywords using superimposed code words was evolved
Superimposed coding 1s a techmque slmllar to hashmg
and shares the latter’s improved execution speed over
straight sequential search The major portion of the
method can be thought of aa a fast preselection
algorithm which IS Invoked prior to begmnmg a
sequential search The basic Idea IS to map attrlbutes
mto random k-bit codes m an n-bit field, and to
superimpose the codes for each attribute present m a
record

Letter Order
It 1s m this field that the relative
ordering of the letters m the word, 1e , the spelling, IS
taken mto conslderatlon Bits are set dependmg on the
dlgraphs (adlacent letter pairs) present m the word
Pronouncratton Although it IS difficult to capture m one
algorithm the number, sound, and stress of syllables m
a word, some attempt was made to encode this
mformatlon It 19possible, for example, to set it so that

A superimposed code word (hereafter abbreviated
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“ph” always maps to the bit code for “f”, =kn” to an
“n” and “ch” to a code that LSclose but not identical to
the code for a hard “c”, and so on
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part of the rule base, hence enhancing the capablhtles
for wntmg, debuggmg and mamtenance of the rules
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a subset of 150 rules, 60 concepts where defined, 22 of
which were stand alone with no relation with other
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process
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